GREETINGS:
Get ready for life to move forward tomorrow as the last planet (Mercury) that has
been restrained by retrograde motion, moves back into action, allowing the door
to the crossroad of life to open as February becomes a journey to the heart. It is
time to make decisions, settle unsettled matters and repair all the electronics and
details in your life. As you may remember, February began with a New Moon in
Aquarius, beginning the Lunar New Year of the water TIGER. We can all proceed
with determination and confidence as we focus on connection to others, improving
our finances and adding enJOYment back into our lives. Venus and Mars, the
planets of love and connection travel together (a rare occurrence) most of
February, finally separating in early March as they move from Capricorn into
Aquarius on 3/7. On 2/8 Mars, the mover, and Uranus, the shaker, form a trine in
earth signs Capricorn and Taurus respectively, bringing a break from whatever the
normal has been. This is a time for a motivated breakthrough. On 2/5 the Sun and
Saturn join together for their annual embrace, increasing our need to commit, to
apply more discipline to our lives and take greater responsibility in our lives. In
other words: function as an adult with no more excuses. Here are the major
aspects for February:
VENUS AND MARS, OUR PERSONAL PLANETS OF ATTACHMENT JOIN TOGETHER
ON FEBRUARY 16:
In mythology Venus was the female goddess of love and Mars was the male god of
war. When they join together, sparks fly and relationships explode with possibility
and opportunity for regeneration. Say “yes” to all opportunities to connect with
new relationships and creative endeavors as this pattern remains strong until
3/7. With all of the personal and transpersonal planets moving forward the only
limitations we may encounter are self-induced. On 3/3 Venus and Mars join with
powerful Pluto to bring about a powerful transformation in our relationships. It
will be easier to be clear about our needs and what no longer serves us.
FULL MOON IN LEO (FEBRUARY 16)
One day after Venus and Mars embrace, the Full Moon in Leo urges celebration and
channeling your inner King and/or Queen energy, if possible, in the company of
others. The Leo Full Moon brings a natural sense of drama, offering the

opportunity for entertainment, desire and enjoyment. The Moon in Leo, especially
when it is a Full Moon, unleashes passion, creativity, confidence and can for some
make them swagger like a peacock. Enjoy the only Full Moon in Leo for 2022. This
moon is ripe with strength, energy and passion.
PISCES SEASON BEGINS ON FEBRUARY 18
The Sun enters Pisces opening the door to the Pisces season. We will all have
more opportunity to feel, dream, imagine and enjoy the intuition of the right
hemisphere of the brain soaring as the Sun moves toward Neptune, the ruler of
Pisces on 3/13. This begins a period of flow without restraint if you don’t resist
the movement forward.
A STELLIUM OF PLANETS BIND TOGETHER IN CAPRICORN
The term “stellium” means 3 or more planets are in the same sign, intensifying the
energy that emits from the sign. In this case, it is an amazing group: Mars, Venus,
Moon and Pluto. From 2/16-3/3 the personal planets align together to enter the
domain of Pluto, ruler of profound change, drama and the Shadow in ourselves and
in our lives. At this time anything is possible. Plan accordingly and live your best
life. Eliminate what no longer serves you and move forward with a leap of
faith. We are all at a crossroad as we move forward. This is a time of profound
transformation with a strong emphasis on love.
WISHING YOU A MONTH OF LOVE, LIGHT, PEACE, PASSION AND PROFOUND
CHANGE WITH AMAZING GRACE,

